THE VAN WITH THE BUSINESS INSTINCT
FOR TRANSPORT
The Daily is the best partner for your business.
It is just as strong, versatile and as high a performer as ever. In addition, true to its
business instinct for the transport industry, it introduces new features that make
it an even better partner for your business.
has put innovation and technology at your service to help you manage
The Daily
your vehicle effectively, and enjoy how its lower cost of ownership contributes to a
engines run cleanly and efficiently,
healthy bottom line for your business. The
adding to your sustainable credentials.
It also takes care of its drivers: the cab is more comfortable and quieter than ever, and
with the HI-MATIC transmission drivers will discover the meaning of absolute driving
is also introducing a new level of connectivity, fully integrating
pleasure. The Daily
your mobile device with the vehicle so that it becomes your business and driving assistant.
The widest range in the industry has become even wider to meet the evolving and
broadening spectrum of requirements of your business and of transport operators
around the world.
is the perfect partner, with its unfailing instinct for anticipating your
The Daily
business needs and providing the solution when you need it, year after year.
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YOUR DAILY E6
This guide is designed to help you tailor
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to your needs.
You can also configure and request a quotation
online at
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PROFIT MAKER
THE BEST PARTNER FOR YOUR BOTTOM LINE
The Daily
is the professional partner that will help you achieve a healthy bottom line. You can choose and personalise
the vehicle that perfectly fits your business needs thanks to the widest model line-up on the market. You can count on the job
being done efficiently with low running and maintenance costs (Total Cost of Ownership). Being the best partner for your
business also means that you can always rely on a professional service network whenever and wherever you need it.

UP TO 8% FUEL SAVINGS*
fur ther improves on its reputation for delivering fuel economy. The Variable Geometry Turbocharger, available
The Daily
on models from 136 hp to 180 hp, ensures a more efficient use of the engine. The EcoSwitch solution has evolved: the new
EcoSwitch PRO intelligent system knows when to step in and reduce torque without intervention from the driver, reducing
fuel consumption with no compromise on your productivity. The exclusive IVECO Driving Style Evaluation system helps you
improve the way you drive, just as if your driving instructor was sitting right next to you, which can result in significant
additional fuel savings.
UP TO 12% REDUCTION IN MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR COSTS**
The longer maintenance intervals, extended to 50,000 km thanks to longer lasting components and consumables, give you 20% more
up-time between services. The optimised braking system with new, tougher brake pads is more efficient and durable than ever.
On top of that, wherever you are, whatever the time, you can count on a professional and specialised service network that
will keep your business running.
*
**

Compared to equivalent Euro 5b+ models and according to the New European Driving Cycle (NEDC).
Compared to equivalent Euro 5b+ models.

The intelligent EcoSwitch PRO system knows exactly when to step in
without intervention from the driver, recognizing if the vehicle is loaded
or not, reducing fuel consumption and further lowering emissions.
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The Driving Style Evaluation (DSE) system is like having an instructor on
board, giving real time suggestions to your driver on how to optimise his
driving style with a consequent reduction in fuel consumption. Experience has
proven that just following the DSE’s suggestions can save as much as 15% of fuel.
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SUSTAINABLE TECHNOLOGY
POWER AND EFFICIENCY AT YOUR SERVICE

The Daily
van applies its business instinct to advanced engine and transmission
technologies in order to deliver the top class performance you need to complete your
mission efficiently and reliably. The new engine line-up delivers more power and torque,
while reducing the Daily
’s impact on the environment with its low emissions.

ENGINE TECHNOLOGIES TO MAXIMISE EFFICIENCY
LP-EGR technology without AdBlue®: models that run IVECO’s 2.3-litre F1A engine with Low Pressure Exhaust Gas
Recirculation are ideal to keep the vehicle management as simple as possible. A host of features such as the variable displacement
oil pump and the turbocharger will ensure you enjoy excellent fuel economy - and lower running costs - as well as more
power and torque.

THE WIDEST ENGINE AND GEARBOX LINE-UP
The Daily
uses advanced engine and transmission technologies to deliver the top class performance and outstanding
fuel savings that you need to complete your missions effectively, reliably and with remarkably low environmental impact.

SCR technology: models with 2.3-litre F1A or 3.0-litre F1C engines featuring Selective Catalytic Reduction after-treatment
solution benefit from this simple system that doesn’t change the combustion process, so you have all the power and efficiency
you need with low operating costs.

ENGINE
EMISSIONS
& FUEL

2.3-litre F1A

3.0-litre F1C

EURO 6 RDE 2020 READY
(LIGHT DUTY)

EURO 6
(LIGHT DUTY)

EURO 6
(HEAVY DUTY)

EURO 6
(HEAVY DUTY)
CNG**

The beand new 2.3 litre F1A engine featuring the SCR technology is the “one-step-ahead” engine, anticipating the future. It has
been tested and verified for the more stringent regulations starting from 2020 that will measure emissions in real-life driving
conditions (RDE), in addition to the laboratory homologation cycle.

COMMERCIAL
NAME

140

160

120

140

160

150

180

210

150

180

NP

Natural Power technology: Daily Natural Power delivers the same performance and transient response as its diesel equivalent,
because it features a true diesel engine adapted to run on Compressed Natural Gas. It is a clean-running vehicle and remarkably
quiet, which is an added benefit in urban areas with low emission zones.

POWER

136 hp
(100 kW)

156 hp
(115 kW)

116 hp
(85 kW)

136 hp
(100 kW)

156 hp
(115 kW)

150 hp
(110 kW)

180 hp
(132 kW)

205 hp
(150 kW)

150 hp
(110 kW)

180 hp
(132 kW)

136 hp
(100 kW)

TORQUE

350 Nm

380 Nm*

320 Nm

350 Nm

380 Nm*

350 Nm

430 Nm

470 Nm

350 Nm

430 Nm

350 Nm

GEARBOX

HI-MATIC /
MANUAL

HI-MATIC /
MANUAL

HI-MATIC/
MANUAL

HI-MATIC/
MANUAL

HI-MATIC/
MANUAL

MANUAL

HI-MATIC /
MANUAL

HI-MATIC

MANUAL

HI-MATIC/
MANUAL

HI-MATIC/
MANUAL

-

-

-

WITH UREA
*

350 Nm on MANUAL versions.

**

-

Compressed Natural Gas.

THE ABSOLUTE DRIVING PLEASURE
IVECO’s exclusive HI-MATIC 8-speed automatic transmission
delivers all the benefits of comfort, safety, fuel economy and
performance on an increasingly wide range of models, to satisfy
all your business needs.
2.3-litre F1A diesel engine LP-EGR
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2.3 litre F1A diesel engine SCR

3.0-litre F1C diesel engine

3.0-litre F1C Compressed Natural Gas engine
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PRODUCTIVE COMFORT
ENJOY YOUR PROFESSIONAL WORK ENVIRONMENT

The Daily
combines its natural vocation for transport with superior comfort, functionalities and driveability. When you are
at the wheel, you can relax in the comfort of the cab, knowing that you are getting the job done efficiently. The cab provides
you with a professional work environment brimming with new features to help you run your business.

All imagery on these pages show use of tablets or smartphones
that are not included in the vehicle standard equipment.

EXPERIENCE ULTIMATE EFFICIENCY IN YOUR MOBILE OFFICE
The functional dashboard combines style with practical and useful features. You can plug in your mobile phone or tablet and
recharge another device in the 2 USBs, and you can add the optional inductive charger. The quality and layout of the controls
make it easy to drive comfortably.
The numerous storage compartments have been designed to maximise accessibility. Up to 18 of them, including a new and useful
open compartment, are strategically placed around the cab and easy to reach, so that you can keep your documents and work
materials organised and handy.

The new DAB radio integrated in the dashboard offers all the main DAB
and FM features: for example, you can select the radio station by name, read
the title of the programme or song you are listening to, set it to receive traffic
and weather announcements, and pre-set up to 15 stations, to name a few.

8

The easy-to-read redesigned cluster coupled with the proven ergonomics
of the dashboard controls, where everything is close at hand and in its right
place, make it easy to drive safely and comfortably.

EXPERIENCE ULTIMATE COMFORT
The cab is now even quieter as the interior noise level has been significantly reduced. The 4-decibel reduction has improved
vehicle acoustics and sound recognition by 8%.
The comfortable interior, enhanced with a new leather steering wheel, together with the blue seat upholstery and the new
textile foam headrest, provide a professional environment where you and your passengers can work productively and in full safety.

The door panel has been redesigned with an open compartment where,
for example, you can store the first aid kit. The cab offers up to 18 practical
storage compartments so that you can keep all your personal and working
materials close at hand and organised.

The dashboard and door panel finishing are available in a full black
version and, for those who are looking for exclusivity, in the stylish
two-colour blue and black version designed for complete harmonisation
with the cab upholstery.
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ON-BOARD CONNECTIVITY
THE SIMPLE WAY TO KEEP YOUR BUSINESS CONNECTED

The Daily
introduces a new way of delivering connectivity: you don’t need any additional equipment, just your smartphone
or tablet. Once you’ve downloaded the DAILY BUSINESS UP™ app on your device, it will automatically establish a Bluetooth®
connection with the vehicle once paired with the DAB radio: it is now fully integrated and in direct communication with your
Daily
and its engine. Now you’re set: with DAILY BUSINESS UP™ on your device, just start the engine, switch the radio on,
and you are connected. You can enjoy the benefits of the dual role it can play for your business, driver and business assistant.

YOUR DRIVER ASSISTANT
DAILY BUSINESS UP™ can serve as the driver’s instructor
through the Driving Style Evaluation system, as navigator with
the Sygic Professional GPS navigation system, and help increase
efficiency in the day-to-day work as well as ensuring the
vehicle remains in top condition.
And, of course, it provides all the multimedia infotainment
features you might expect to find in a high-end car.
The conveniently placed tablet holder can hold smartphones
and tablets of different sizes.

DAILY
BUSINESS UP™

With DAILY BUSINESS UP™ you can:
• Get on-the-job driving instruction
with the Driving Style Evaluation system
• See trips analytics for each one individually
or for aggregated trips
• Find the best route with the Sygic professional GPS
navigation system
• Monitor additional vehicle functions with
the extended dashboard
• Easily check the Interactive User Handobook if you need
any information about your vehicle
• Manage multimedia content and smartphone functions
including listening to text messages
• Contact IVECO Assistance Non-Stop, the 24/7 roadside
assistance service

YOUR BUSINESS ASSISTANT
DAILY BUSINESS UP™ can help you schedule jobs and
communicate your updates in real time to your driver. You can
organise your driver’s itinerary and assignments in order to
optimise the use of the vehicle, and manage your fleet
efficiently to the benefit of your business.
With DAILY BUSINESS UP™ you can:
• Optimise your fleet’s deployment, schedule jobs and dispatch
them in real time to the drivers with Sygic FleetWork which is
fully integrated with the vehicle’s Sygic GPS navigation system
• Monitor your fleet’s performance thanks to the new web
customer portal
• Keep track of the routes taken and consult the driving style
to improve consumption
• Monitor your drivre’s operation consulting
the new multivehicle card
• Improve your driver’s performance with DSE on-the-job training
• Keep track of scheduled services with Maintenance Plan alerts
• Keep in touch with IVECO and up-to-date with
the latest Daily news
• Find the nearest IVECO Dealership and Service point
• Access all the vehicle’s information at a touch of the screen

Discover the
DAILY BUSINESS UP™

DRIVING STYLE
EVALUATION

INTERACTIVE
USER HANDBOOK

TRIP GEOLOCALIZATION

PROFESSIONAL NAVIGATION
SYSTEM AND FLEETWORK

EXTENDED DASHBOARD

ENGINE PERFORMANCE MAP

The screens above show just a few of the multiple features of the DAILY BUSINESS UP™.

Sygic Professional GPS navigation and Sygic FleetWork for better workforce management have been provided in partnership with Sygic.
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UNRIVALLED PERFORMANCE
TOP-NOTCH ENGINES TO UNLEASH YOUR TALENT

The Daily
delivers all the traction, load carrying capacity, power and quick response you need coupled with excellent
fuel efficiency, and you can count on this top-notch performance being maintained over many years of service. You can choose
the performance that is the best fit for your mission: maximum power ranges from 116 hp at the entry-level model to 205 hp,
the highest in the industry for 4-cylinder engines. The choice includes the new 136 hp VGT and 180 hp models, as well as the
F1A 2.3-litre top performer :156 hp VGT. On top of this, maximum torque can be as high as 470 Nm for the F1C 3.0-litre engine.
All engines are optimised for top performance in every mission, and will give you high mileage at maximum efficiency.
For transpor t businesses looking for quiet operation and a sustainable solution, the Daily HI-MATIC Natural Power 136 hp that
runs on Compressed Natural Gas is the perfect answer with the best comfort.

F1A E6 TORQUE RATINGS

F1C E6 TORQUE RATINGS
500

F1A VGT 160

F1C TST 210

450

F1A VGT 140

450

F1C VGT 180

400

F1A WG 120

400

F1C WG 150

TORQUE (Nm)

TORQUE (Nm)

500

350
300
250

350
300
250

200

200

150

150

100

500

1000

1500

2000

2500

3000

3500

4000

ENGINE SPEED (RPM)

100

500

1000

1500

2000

2500

3000

3500

4000

ENGINE SPEED (RPM)

VGT: Variable Geometry Turbocharger; WG: WasteGate; TST: Twin Stage Turbocharger

Strong performance over time with the flat torque curves, higher torque and higher horsepower at low engine speeds.

UNLIMITED VERSATILITY
A DAILY VAN FOR BOUNDLESS AMBITIONS

The Daily
is the most versatile vehicle in its class with the widest line-up in the industry. It is the only van that ranges
from 3.3 right up to 7 tonnes of gross vehicle weight, and from 7.3 m3 up to 19.6 m3 cargo volumes. With its endless versatility,
it opens up a wealth of possibilities for a wide variety of missions from urban multi-stop deliveries, such as parcel or courier service,
to heavier transport missions like moving furniture.The number of bodywork options available offers an extensive variety of possible
missions, making it easy to customise and turn into a rescue vehicle or an ambulance, for example. The Daily
has applied
its sound business instinct for the transport industry to anticipate your needs: whatever your mission, you can find the model that
matches your requirements - it is capable of completing your missions with ease, efficiently and with low cost of ownership,
and with a kind eye to the environment, contributing to your business’s sustainability.
The range offers a choice of versions to fit your transport requirements.
VAN

SEMI-WINDOWED VAN

WINDOWED VAN

3.3 - 7 t

3.3 - 5.2 t

4.5 - 6.5 t

LOW ROOF (H1)

MEDIUM ROOF (H2)

HIGH ROOF (H3)

7.3 - 9 m3

10.8 - 17.5 m3

13.4 - 19.6 m3

GROSS VEHICLE
WEIGHT

CARGO VOLUME
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INNATE ROBUSTNESS

UNIQUE DURABILITY

FORGED TOUGH. NO ONE EVEN COMES CLOSE

DESIGNED TO DELIVER ENDURING VALUE

The Daily
van was born to handle the most demanding jobs: it has the DNA of a truck and is built like one. With GVW ranging
all the way up to 7 tonnes, it will carry its maximum load weight all day, every day, if you need it to. The high performance front
suspension not only gives excellent vehicle control, but also raises the maximum permissible load. The lighter, very strong
QUAD-LEAF suspension, available on all 3.5 tonnes models, allows for a front axle maximum load capacity of up to 1,900 kg,
while with the QUAD-TOR suspension on twin wheel models it is as high as 2,500 kg. With the Daily
’s bigger payloads,
you will get the job done quicker and with fewer trips, saving on running costs and reducing your carbon footprint.

The high payload of the van, up to 4 tonnes, and the biggest cargo
volumes up to 19.6 m3, make it possible to move the same volumes in
fewer journeys, consequently reducing costs and increasing productivity.
14

The Daily
van has a load capacity no other vehicle in its class can match and it is built to carry on with its high performance day
after day, year after year - longer than any other van. The driveline, with its reliable engine and transmission that ensure the engine
is always running at optimal speed, will enjoy a long life and maintain its top-notch performance right up to the end. The Daily
will be good for your bottom line every day that it works for you; it doesn’t miss any opportunity to add value to your business!

The Daily
will always get you out of a sticky situation - it will never
let you down when you need its strength and power.
15

E6
THE ABSOLUTE DRIVING PLEASURE

FIRST 8-SPEED AUTOMATIC GEARBOX
IN THE INDUSTRY FOR BEST COMFORT AND SAFETY
The new gearbox generation is designed to provide absolute driving pleasure:
with the ergonomic multifunctional shift lever you are fully focused on the
traffic and driving conditions. HI-MATIC is the solution for enhanced safety
while driving comfortably.
OUTSTANDING FUEL ECONOMY THANKS
TO A CHOICE OF ECO OR POWER MODES
It perfectly fits your daily work with the self-adaptive shift strategy.
Your Daily HI-MATIC
smoothly engages the correct gear in less than
200 milliseconds. With the widest ratio spread, the engine will always be in the
optimal gear.
UP TO 10% LOWER MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR COSTS
VS MANUAL TRANSMISSION THANKS TO RECORD
RELIABILITY AND DURABILITY
Designed with durability in mind, the new solutions protect the engine and
transmission to ensure less maintenance. Our engineers have ensured that
the legendary durability of the Daily is surpassed.
BEST IN CLASS PERFORMANCE,
HIGHEST POWER (205 hp) AND TORQUE (470 Nm)
With an extra wide range of engines available, two displacements 2.3-litre and
3.0-litre, from 116 up to 205 hp and from 320 to 470 Nm of torque, matched
with the record gross weight of 7 tonnes, the Daily HI-MATIC
offers
the best range available for the most demanding tasks.

The new front grille creates a horizontal line linking
the headlamps and giving fluidity to the vehicle’s design.
The Daily HI-MATIC
family is now even more easily
recognisable thanks to the exclusive chrome grille.

READY TO ACCOMPLISH ANY MISSION

Daily HI-MATIC E6 URBAN
Maximum Daily Comfort

Daily HI-MATIC E6 REGIONAL
Maximum Daily Flexibility

Daily HI-MATIC E6 INTERNATIONAL
Maximum Daily Reliability
16
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SUSTAINABILITY CHAMPION

DAILY ELECTRIC

ZERO EMISSIONS VEHICLE, UP TO
200 km AUTONOMY AND 2 HOURS
FAST CHARGING MODE

POWER
NATURAL POWER

• Daily Euro 6 RDE 2020 Ready: the first Light Commercial Vehicle ready for 2020 Real Driving Emissions regulations.
A unique offer in the market!

EURO 6 RDE 2020 READY

• Daily Electric: the zero-emissions vehicle that enables circulation in cities with the strictest traffic restrictions.
With the Daily Blue Power no destination is out of reach for your business so that you can enjoy the power of Unlimited Delivery.

EXCLUSIVE GRILLE
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BLUE ALLOY WHEELS & ECOTYRES

ELECTRIC

DISTINCTIVE HEADLIGHTS

THE FIRST LIGHT COMMERCIAL VEHICLE
VERIFIED FOR REAL DRIVING EMISSIONS,
READY FOR 2020 REGULATIONS

FIRST 8-SPEED AUTOMATIC GEARBOX WITH
A 3.0 LITRE COMPRESSED NATURAL GAS ENGINE

The transformation in the transport industry is driving a fast evolution towards sustainable technologies in urban transport for
goods and people. The Daily Blue Power range offers transport operators the unique advantage of true freedom of choice between
three different technologies and benefits to their Total Cost of Ownership.
• Daily HI-MATIC Natural Power: the first Compressed Natural Gas engine with an 8-speed automatic gearbox
in the LCV industry. The perfect combination of low emissions and drivability for urban areas.

DAILY EURO 6 RDE 2020 READY

DAILY HI-MATIC NATURAL POWER

HI-MATIC

VAN
Single wheel

MINIBUS

Twin wheel

136 hp

35S

136 hp

35S

35C

-

156 hp

35S

35C

-

-

-

60 kW

-

35S

80 kW

-

-

35C

40C

45C

50C

65C

50C

70C

50C

50C

BLUE DASHBOARD AND INTERIORS
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AT A GLANCE
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PROFIT MAKER

PRODUCTIVE COMFORT

• Choose your professional partner from the widest offering in the market
• Save up to 8% fuel thanks to the Variable Displacement Oil Pump, the Variable
Geometry Turbocharger, the EcoSwitch PRO, the reduction in engine weight
and the reduced friction in the engines and axles
• Reduce your fuel consumption even further thanks to the real-time driving
suggestions of the exclusive Driving Style Evaluation
• Enjoy a 12% reduction on maintenance and repair costs thanks to longer lasting
components and optimized braking system
• Rely on a professional Service Network whenever and wherever you need it

• Enjoy the quiet cab, where the interior noise level has been significantly
reduced by 4-decibel improving vehicle acoustics and sound recognition by 8%
• Experience the ergonomic dashboard controls, easily reachable for safe driving
• Organise your personal and working objects in up to 18 handy
storage compartments
• Work in a comfortable and professional environment with the new leather
steering wheel, the blue seat upholstery and the new textile foam headrest

SUSTAINABLE TECHNOLOGY

ON-BOARD CONNECTIVITY

• Keep your vehicle management as simple as possible with the LP-EGR technology
without AdBlue® - available with the even more powerful F1A 2.3-litre engine
• Get all the power you need with the efficient F1A 2.3-litre engine now combined
with our advanced SCR technology
• Experience the absolute driving pleasure with the class exclusive 8-speed
automatic gearbox available in the Daily HI-MATIC
family
• Enjoy a performance equivalent to a diesel engine with the clean
and quiet running of the Daily HI-MATIC Natural Power

• Keep your business connected with the unique DAILY BUSINESS UP™
• Optimise your driving performance with the Driving Style Evaluation
and the vehicle efficiency management tools
• Always find the best route with the 3D professional navigation system
• Maximise your fleet’s efficiency by scheduling and dispatching jobs through
the fully integrated FleetWork
• Monitor your fleet’s performance thanks to the new web customer portal

UNRIVALLED PERFORMANCE

UNIQUE DURABILITY

• Choose the business partner that is the best fit for your missions,
available with the 2.3-litre and 3.0-litre engines
• Take advantage of the broad range of power ratings, from 116 hp right
up to 205 hp, and torque from 320 Nm up to 470 Nm
• Exploit the benefits of the rear traction to drive in optimal conditions
while carrying maximum loads

• Count on the long life of the driveline, ensured by the reliable engine
and transmission that always run at optimal speed
• Find your lifelong partner in the Daily
and get the full benefit
of its excellent value
• Benefit from savings of up to 12% in maintenance and repair costs and 20%
more up-time between services, as maintenance intervals extended to 50,000 km

UNLIMITED VERSATILITY

INNATE ROBUSTNESS

that matches your requirements.
• Whatever your mission, find the Daily
Ranging from 3.3 to 7 tonnes GVW and cargo volumes from 7.3 m3 to 19.6 m3,
it is the most versatile van in its class
• Customise your Daily
from the extensive availability of bodywork solutions
allowing for a wide variety of missions
• Select the version that satisfies your transport requirements: panel van,
semi-widowed and windowed van

• Load your Daily to its maximum capacity every day, year after year,
in the knowledge that it can be relied on to complete every mission effectively
• Get the job done faster and with fewer trips with its bigger payloads of up
to 4 tonnes, and the biggest cargo capacities up to 19.6 m3
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LINE-UP

MOVING PEOPLE

CHOOSE THE RIGHT DAILY TO SATISFY YOUR BUSINESS NEEDS

EXPERIENCE THE COMFORT OF A DAILY JOURNEY

The Daily
van offers the widest model range in the industry, with as many as 8,000 factory versions to choose from.
They combine the different wheelbases, power ratings, volumes, internal heights of the load compartment and load capacities
to match a broad spectrum of missions. The Daily van was born to serve the transport professional and has followed its sound
business instinct throughout the years, anticipating the evolution of the industry and expanding the range to meet the increasingly
wide variety of requirements.

The Daily Minibus
offers the premium comfort, for both driver and passengers, and low operating costs of the other models in
this remarkable vehicle family. You will be able to complete all your passenger transport missions and be sure that your customers
are travelling in a stylish environment and enjoying the luxurious comfort it offers them, even for long distance journeys.

CARGO VOLUMES
The wide offering of wheel bases, roof heights and rear overhangs results in a vast range of cargo volumes. In fact, the Daily
is the only van offering cargo volumes from 7.3 m3 right up to the unique 19.6 m3.

A DAILY MINIBUS FOR EVERY NEED
is able to meet a wide variety of requirements for different passenger transport
The extensive range of the Daily Minibus
missions: tourist mission for travelling with comfort and style, intercity mission with a category-leading passenger capacity
and school buses specifically designed for student transport.
Three types of engines are available: Diesel, Natural Power (Compressed Natural Gas for reduced environmental impact)
and Electric (equipped with 2 or 3 high-density batteries, combined with super-capacitors).
The Daily Minibus range offers the best performance in its category thanks also to the innovative HI-MATIC 8-speed automatic
gearbox designed to ensure maximum performance, minimal running costs, unbeatable comfort and superior gear changes.
At the top of the range, the 6.5 tonnes version can seat up to 22 passengers and offers ample luggage space: it is the best standard
vehicle in its class on the market.

G

B

C

WHEELBASE
(mm)

VEHICLE
LENGTH
(mm)

LOAD
COMPARTMENT
LENGTH (mm)

LOAD COMPARTMENT
WIDTH (mm)

3000

5040

2610

1800

7.3 m3

5560

3130

1800

9 m3

5960

3540

7130

4680

7500

5125

A

3520

4100

D

HEIGHT / LOAD VOLUME

H1 (1545 mm)

H2 (1900 mm)

MAX.

3.3

3.5

3.3

1800

3

5.2

12 m

13.4 m

1800

16 m3

18 m3

3.3

5.2

3.5

1800

17.5 m

19.6 m

3

7

3.5

7

3

3

E
H1 (mm)

HEIGHT
WIDTH

MIN.

G

SLIDING SIDE DOOR DIMENSIONS (mm)

F

GROSS VEHICLE
WEIGHT (tons)

10.8 m3

SIDE DOOR
E

H3 (2100 mm)

H2 (mm)

1440

H3 (mm)

1800

WHEELBASE 3,000

1100

WHEELBASE 3,520 / 4,100L

1200

F
D

C
A
B

REAR DOORS
USABLE DOOR
APERTURE HEIGHT
HEIGHT
WIDTH

H

H1 (mm)
1450

I

J

H2 (mm)

H3 (mm)

1800

2000

1530

H

I

J

Choose the rear door dimensions to match your mission.
You can have as much as 2 metres maximum usable aperture height
to load your Daily
.
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OPTIONS
TAILOR YOUR DAILY E6 TO FIT YOUR MISSION
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DAB RADIO
Enjoy all the functionalities of Digital
Broadcasting Radio with high speed dual
tuner and voice recognition. View radio
station and programme information on
the 4-row display, and receive traffic,
weather and news announcements as
you go. Connect your smartphone with
Bluetooth® so you can drive safely while
making hands-free calls.

DAB RADIO +
DAILY BUSINESS UP™
Enjoy all the DAB radio functionalities
and connect your smar tphone or
tablet to the vehicle to turn it into
your ideal business par tner with the
DAILY BUSINESS UP™ app.

AIR CONDITIONING
WITH MANUAL OR
AUTOMATIC CONTROL
Maintain a pleasant temperature in the
cab and keep the allergens out with the
Daily’s air conditioning system. Choose
from the efficient manual control or
the automatic climate control that
optimises the use of the compressor,
reducing energy consumption.

WEBASTO
INDEPENDENT HEATER
Cold star ts are a thing of the past
with the Webasto independent heater :
set the timer to pre-heat the engine
and the cab, and step into your
pleasantly warm Daily van when you
are ready to go.

IVECONNECT
Control the functionalities of your Daily’s
infotainment, telephone and navigation
integrated system from a practical
7-inch touch-screen. You can connect
up to 5 mobile phones with Bluetooth®
for hands-free calls and control both
radio and phone on the steering wheel.

OPEN COMPARTMENT
WITH INDUCTIVE
CHARGER
Ensure your mobile device always has a
full battery: place it on the useful inductive
charger next to your paperwork in
the storage compartment integrated
in the dashboard.

REAR AIR SUSPENSION
If your mission requires intensive loading
and unloading activity, you will appreciate
the rear air suspension, which quickly
lowers and raises the loading bed so
that you won’t waste any time.

ECOSWITCH PRO
The intelligent EcoSwitch PRO system
knows when to step in without
intervention from the driver, reducing
fuel consumption and further lowering
the emissions generated by your
Daily
.

TABLET HOLDER
The useful tablet holder on the dashboard
can safely keep in place mobile devices
of all sizes. It can also be used as a practical
clipboard to keep your paperwork in place.

USB INPUT
Charge your smartphone or tablet with
the additional USB plug on the dashboard.

ELECTROMAGNETIC
RETARDER
The Telma® LVRS600 electromagnetic
retarder provides the vehicle with a braking
torque of 350 Nm, with full compatibility
with the ESP system. Available also on the
Daily HI-MATIC family, it provides up to
80% of vehicle braking needs, reducing
brake wear and temperature and increasing
vehicle safety. It is enabled from a special
lever on the dashboard, and is operated
by pressing the brake pedal.

LANE DEPARTURE
WARNING SYSTEM (LDWS)
The system gives off a clear acoustic
warning signal to warn the driver of
any unintentional lane changes due
to drowsiness, tiredness or distraction.
Standard on models above 3.5 t Gross
Vehicle Weight.

PASSENGER BENCH
WITH EXTRACTABLE
TABLE
Use your laptop and do your paperwork
on the practical extractable table.

SUSPENDED SEATS
The suspended seats, also available
heated, offer extra comfort for the
driver and passengers.

CRUISE CONTROL
The system memorises and maintains
the vehicle at the speed set by the
driver. Particularly suited for interurban
missions and in regular traffic conditions,
it makes driving more comfortable and
optimises fuel consumption.

CARGO COMPARTMENT
LED LIGHTS
The three new cargo compartment
LED lights, positioned on the right and
left sides and above the rear doors
provide better illumination and reduce
energy consumption.

PREMIUM HEADREST
Drive in safety and comfort with the
new premium textile foam headrest.

LEATHER STEERING WHEEL
Enjoy the luxurious feel of the leather
steering wheel on your long days at work.

ALLOY WHEEL
Only available for single wheel versions.
Alloy wheels, the perfect combination
of function and style, lighten the over tare
by 6 kg thus increasing the useful load.

WHEEL HUB COVERS
Only available for single wheel versions.
The wheel hub cover protects the hub
cap and wheel from accidental knocks
against pavements, adding to the style
of the vehicle.
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OPTION PACKS
CONFIGURE YOUR DAILY E6

The various packs are grouped into three main categories to help you create the exact model you need for your business.
You can choose how well equipped you want your Daily
to be: opt for the well-appointed Business pack or the top-of-therange Business Premium. In addition, you can choose the pack that matches your business’s mission: Parcel Delivery or Retailer.
And you can further customise it by selecting and combining the available packs according to the functionalities you need - for
example, you could opt for the Towing, Winter or Eco packs. You just need to pick the packs you are interested in from the three
categories and create your Daily
, tailored to meet your precise requirements.

CONFIGURE YOUR DAILY

If you have decided to go for the premium driving comfor t of the Daily HI-MATIC
, you can create your model choosing
the version that matches your mission:
Daily HI-MATIC E6 URBAN, Daily HI-MATIC E6 REGIONAL or Daily HI-MATIC E6 INTERNATIONAL. In addition,
you can fur ther customize your Daily HI-MATIC
selecting and combining the functionality packs that suit your need.

DAILY E6 EQUIPMENT LEVELS

DAILY HI-MATIC E6 VERSIONS

DAILY E6

DAILY E6 BUSINESS

DAILY E6 BUSINESS PREMIUM

•
•
•
•
•

• Cab rear trim panel
• Dual passenger bench
with 3 points seat belts
• Electric windows
• Pack service (oil level)
• Tyres 235/65 R16
• Cruise control
• Fog lights
• Manual air conditioning

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cab rear trim panel
Passenger Bench (with box)
Electric windows
Pack service (oil level)
Tyres 235/65 R16

•
•
•
•
•

Cab rear trim panel
Dual passenger bench with table
Electric windows
Pack service (oil level)
Tyres 235/65 R16
Cruise control
Fog lights
Automatic air conditioning
Suspended driving seat with adjustable
lumbar control
Cluster matrix
Radio Bluetooth®
Open storage with USB charge
Steering wheel controls
Rich blue dashboard

SPECIFIC MISSION PACK
PARCEL DELIVERY

RETAILER

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Spare wheel
Sliding spare wheel carrier
270° rear door
Third stop + spot light
Rear step with back sensor
Cab handle access both sides

FUNCTIONALITY
PACKS*

*
Functionality Packs are available on both
and Daily HI-MATIC
.
Daily
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Spare wheel
Sliding spare wheel carrier
Wooden floor
Side cover full height

DAILY HI-MATIC E6
URBAN

DAILY HI-MATIC E6
REGIONAL

DAILY HI-MATIC E6
INTERNATIONAL

Perfect for those who have to face everyday
URBAN
city traffic, the DAILY HI-MATIC
guarantees maximum driveability and comfort,
thanks to the self-adaptive shifting strategy
that adjusts the gear shifting control logic,
choosing between 20 different programs.

Those who need maximum vehicle flexibility
REGIONAL
will find the DAILY HI-MATIC
the ideal companion, able to offer outstanding
efficiency in ECO mode and performance in
POWER mode, maximizing driving pleasure.

Those who face long distances and are looking for
a comfortable and reliable partner can choose
INTERNATIONAL,
the DAILY HI-MATIC
a top performance vehicle with outstanding
driving comfort. The long over drive gear ratio
and turbine-torsional-damper torque converter
guarantee excellent fuel efficiency.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dual passenger bench with table
Cruise control
Fog lights
Manual Air Conditioning
Rear step with back sensor
Radio Bluetooth®
Open storage with USB charge
Steering wheel controls
Cab handle access both sides
270° rear door

Dual passenger bench with table
Cruise control
Fog lights
Automatic air conditioning
Rear step with back sensor
DAB Radio
Open storage with USB charge
Steering wheel controls
Suspended driving seat with adjustable
lumbar control
• 270° rear door

•
•
•
•

Dual passenger bench with table
Cruise control
Fog lights
Automatic air conditioning
Rear step with back sensor
DAB Radio + DAILY BUSINESS UP™
Tablet holder
Steering wheel controls
Suspended driving seat with adjustable
lumbar control
Driver airbag
LDWS
Heated and electric adjustable mirrors
Heated windscreen

ECO

COMFORT

TECH

SAFETY

SECURITY

WINTER

TOWING

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

EcoSwitch PRO
Stop & Start
Alternator 180 AMP
Eco Tyres
Battery 105 AH
Rear step with back sensor
Cab handle access both sides

• Cab handle access both sides
• Dual passenger bench with table
• Third key with remote control

• DAB Radio
+ DAILY BUSINESS UP™
• Steering wheel controls
• Heated and electric
adjustable mirrors
• LED light for load compartment
• Tablet holder

• Driver and passenger airbag
• Reverse buzzer

•
•
•
•
•

• Heated suspended driving seat
with adjustable lumbar control
• Heated windscreen
• Webasto radiator
• Heated blow-by pipe

• Digital tachograph
• 13 Pin sock
• Towing hook

•
•
•
•
•
•

Blue headlamp
Blue steering wheel seams
Blue gear lever seams
Blue front grille
Blue lateral badging
Blue rich dashboard

•
•
•
•

• Battery 105 Ah
(only manual versions)
• Blue rims (optional)

Eco tyres
EcoSwitch PRO
Start&Stop (only manual versions)
Alternator 180 A
(only manual versions)

Programmable speed limiter
Driver airbag
Reverse buzzer
Rear step with back sensor
Anti theft and central locking
with remote control
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COLOURS

ACCESSORIES

PICK YOUR DAILY’S PAINT

You can choose from hundreds of solid and metallic paints to match your company livery, the other vehicles in your fleet or simply your
personal taste. The paints shown here are just few of the many colours available for you to personalise your Daily
.
*

ENHANCE YOUR DAILY E6 EXPERIENCE

Customize your Daily
by choosing from a wide range of high quality accessories developed to enhance the look, comfort, safety,
technology and connectivity of your vehicle.

SOLID PAINTS

50051 - LIGHT BLUE

50120 - PEGASO BLUE

FITTING YOUR MISSION
Give your Daily
’s load space the best protection with
custom designed trim and flooring resistant to humidity,
chemical agents and scratches. Choose from a wide range
of luggage racks made of lightweight corrosion-proof
aluminum that are easy to install. Complete your luggage
rack with the tube holder, the beacon holders and the
floor platform for the highest versatility of your vehicle.

50105 - POLAR WHITE

Load Space Trim

50135 - BUSINESS WHITE

52170 - SUN YELLOW

52028 - ADVENTURE ORANGE

50126 - MARANELLO RED

50162 - PROFESSIONAL GREY

52062 - BACK TO BLACK

Luggage Rack

BRING HI-TECH ON BOARD
Accessorise your mobile workstation with the most
up-to-date features and technology. The “Full Vision”
Multimedia System comes complete with navigation
system and rear camera to provide a complete multimedia
navigation and reversing safety solution.The Smart Driving
Auxiliary System features a GPS Navigation system and
Digital Video Recorder with a high resolution camera to
record in the case of a collision. If you want to be always
connected, opt for the 3G Wi-Fi router, which supports
up to 10 Wi-Fi devices simultaneously on line.
Multimedia System «Full Vision»

Smart Driving Auxiliary System

ALWAYS SAFE
Choose from a range of accessories to increase your safety
when you drive: a Tyre Pressure Monitoring System to
ensure your tyres are always at the right pressure to drive
fuel efficiently, or parking sensors for easy manoeuvring.
The pushbar, which has European certification, provides
front protection and increases active and passive protection
of the vehicle and pedestrians. Keep your vehicle and
the load compartment safe with the anti-drilling
and anti-picking locks and the immobiliser for electronic
and mechanical protection.

METALLIC PAINTS

52490 - INSTINCT BLUE

52481 - BOREAL BLUE

52434 - ECO GREEN

Tyre Pressure Monitoring System

Pushbar

MORE ENJOYABLE TRAVEL
Choose the seat covers and mats that are most suitable
for your activity. Always have a delicious hot drink within
reach with the Lavazza coffee machine. The Daily
van
offers everything you might want to make your life on
board as comfortable as you like.
50124 - METALLIC RED

52205 - BRILLIANT GREY

50115 - MAGIRUS GREY

Seat covers & Mats

50127 - ULM GREY

*
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Selected paint colours are available as an option at an additional price.

52358 - STONE GREY

52360 - ALL BLACK

Lavazza Coffee Machine

You can also find the complete accessories
line offering in the Accessories Catalogue and
in the on-line catalogue using the following link:

Discover the full accessories offering
with the free app “Iveco Accessories”.

Download it for free from the App Store
to get exclusive access to extra images,
information and video content.

http://application.cnh-parts-service.eu/iveco.php
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CUSTOMER SERVICES
DISCOVER THE FULL OFFER OF PROFESSIONAL
SERVICES TO BOOST YOUR BUSINESS
PICK THE SERVICE PACKAGE TO MATCH YOUR BUSINESS
keeps your business running and extends its long life at your service. We know that your requirements can vary
The Daily
depending on your different businesses and missions.
That’s why IVECO offers the flexibility of Elements: you can choose the combination of Planned Maintenance and Extended
Warranty services that perfectly match your business. And you can further tailor your pack with the available Additional
Coverage elements.

IVECO CAPITAL is the captive financial services brand of
IVECO and offers a full range of financing, leasing, rental and
ancillary services for commercial vehicles - extended warranty,
maintenance and repair services, and various types of insurance
can be included in the pack.
All financial packs can be tailored to the customers’ needs and
apply to all types of vehicles - new or used, and conversions.
IVECO CAPITAL provides customers with professional advice
to select the financial product that is the best match for their
business’s financial and fiscal requirements.
For more information, please contact your IVECO dealer.

MAINTENANCE
• Maintenance
• Lubrification
• Oil and fluid changes according
to the maintenance and repair
handbook

DRIVE LINE
•
•
•
•

EXTRA DRIVE LINE
• Components not already
covered by the drive line element
e.g. Electrical System, injection

Engine
Fuel injection
Gearbox
Propeller shaft and axle repairs

IVECO ASSISTANCE NON-STOP is just a phone call
away 24 hours a day, 7 days a week to keep your Daily and
your business running.

WEAR
•
•
•
•
•

Clutch
Brake pads
Brake discs
Brake drums
Brake linings for drum brakes

IVECO NON-STOP is the original IVECO smartphone application that you can use to communicate with
IVECO if your vehicle breaks down. Just insert your vehicle information (VIN and registration plate) and with a
simple push of a button you can send a request for assistance to the IVECO Customer Centre. We will take care
of your request immediately, activate the nearest workshop and follow up on the vehicle’s repair. Through the app
you can receive updates on the progress of your vehicle’s assistance.

The major “elements” making up the offer (Maintenance, Drive line, Extra drive line, Wear) can be combined together in order to create
the contract that perfectly suits your business. Below is a list of all possible combinations:
PLANNED MAINTENANCE CONTRACTS
MAINTENANCE

DRIVE LINE

EXTRA
DRIVE LINE

EXTENDED WARRANTY
WEAR

DRIVE LINE

EXTRA
DRIVE LINE

ELEMENTS EXCLUSIONS
For exclusions please refer to contractual
documents relevant to your Market.

IVECO FAN SHOP
You can choose from a range of IVECO work and leisure
clothes, stationery and gadgets at your dealership or at the
IVECO online store www.ivecofanshop.com.

IVECO GENUINE PARTS will keep your Daily running
reliably during its long years at your service - and cost efficiently.
The wide offering ranges from new and remanufactured parts
to servicing kits and telematics solutions. IVECO operates
a network of 8 Parts depots and uses advanced technologies
to guarantee 24/7 deliveries across Europe.

IVECO is a brand of CNH Industrial N.V., a global leader in the capital goods sector that, through its various businesses, designs, produces and sells
agricultural and construction equipment, trucks, commercial vehicles, buses and specialty vehicles, in addition to a broad portfolio of powertrain applications.
It also distributes high performance genuine parts for all CNH Industrial Commercial Brands.
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THE INFORMATION AND IMAGES IN THIS CATALOGUE ARE PROVIDED AS A GUIDELINE ONLY. IVECO RESERVES THE RIGHT TO MAKE CHANGES FOR ANY COMMERCIAL OR CONSTRUCTION REASONS AT ANY TIME WITHOUT NOTICE.
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